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Abstract. Fluorescence microscopy has become the
method of choice in the majority of life-science applica-
tions. We describe development and use of mirror slides
to significantly enhance the fluorescence signal using
standard air microscope objectives. This technique offers
sufficient gain to achieve high-sensitivity imaging, to-
gether with wide field of observation and large depth of
focus, two major breakthroughs for routine analysis and
high-throughput screening applications on cells and tissue
samples. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Fluorescence microscopy has undergone a renaissance in
the last decade.1 The introduction of novel fluorescent
markers,2–4 together with the development of novel micros-
copy techniques,5–7 made it possible to study biomolecular
interactions directly in living cells and to examine the struc-
ture and function of living tissues. The impact of these tech-
niques in biophysics, neuroscience, developmental and cell
biology, as well as medical diagnosis has been remarkable.
However, many biological and medical applications involve
the detection of minute quantities of biomolecules, and are
thus limited by the weakness of the signal in common obser-
vation conditions. Here, we show that mirror substrates can be
used as active substrates to provide a significant signal en-
hancement �about four-fold� for micrometer-thick biological
samples with standard air microscope objectives. Resulting
wider field of observation and larger depth of focus are of
great interest for cell and tissue imaging.

In bioimaging devices, the usual means to obtain a higher
fluorescence signal is to increase the efficiency of light col-
lection, by using microscope objectives of large numerical
aperture �NA�. This latter is defined as NA=n sin �, where n
is the refractive index of the medium between the sample and
the objective lens and � is the half-angle of the light collection
cone. The large NA of oil immersion objectives �n=1.51�
permits increasing the light collection efficiency by about
three-fold as compared to the best air objectives. Oil immer-
sion objectives are, however, available with high magnifica-
tions only �typically higher than 40��, thus providing narrow
1083-3668/2007/12�2�/024030/5/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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fields of observation, which constitute a strong limitation in a
number of biological studies. In tissue imaging, for instance,
wide field observations provide information on the global bio-
logical architecture of the sample. These observations, to-
gether with the localization of molecules of interest inside the
cells, provide an essential correlation link between tissue ar-
chitecture and cell inner structure. Besides, switching from
high to low magnification and scanning the sample appears
quite tricky because of the oil. Furthermore, the use of
high-NA microscope objectives is all the more detrimental in
that the high lateral resolution offered by these objectives is in
many cases not needed.

Another crucial parameter in cell imaging is the depth of
field dtot, which corresponds to the range of depth within
which a specimen is in acceptable focus. dtot is related to the
NA and to the objective magnification M by the formula
dtot=�0n /NA2+ne / �M ·NA�, where �0 is the wavelength of
illuminating light.8 The first term depends only on the collec-
tion optical geometry, while the second term is associated
with the detection device resolution e. Increasing NA or mag-
nification results in a decrease of the depth of field.9 For in-
stance, the depth of field associated with a 100�NA 1.4
microscope objective is dtot�0.6 �m, which is about ten
times smaller than that of a 20�NA 0.40 objective �dtot
�5 �m�. The profiles of biological samples like tissues or
cells typically cover a larger range than the depths of field of
high NA objectives, and parts of the specimen that lie outside
the object plane appear as a blurry contribution on the image
of the observed focal plane. Using objectives with high NA
and therefore low depths of field, one will consequently need
to continuously focus up and down to probe the whole layer
of a thick specimen. This is penalizing for large-scale appli-
cations like medical diagnosis, and it also substantially com-
plicates and slows down automation for high-throughput
screening.

The use of mirror slides permits overcoming these limita-
tions in the case of cell and tissue imaging. Until now, the use
of fluorescence-enhancing substrates was limited to biosens-
ing applications and, in particular, to microarray biochips.10,11

Commercially available “active” slides for such applications
are designed to enhance the signal at the very surface of the
substrate. In the case of plasmonic-based slides, the enhance-
ment effect is confined to distances of a few tens of nanom-
eters from the surface.10 For mirror-based slides, a precise
tuning of the light phase �for a given wavelength� is needed
and obtained by using a quarter-wave spacer layer.11 Initially,
these substrates were not designed to be used for micrometer-
thick biological samples. However, we show that simple mi-
croscope slides coated with a thin metallic mirror layer pro-
vide efficient active substrates for this kind of samples
�without needing to use a spacer layer�.

We prepared such mirror slides under high vacuum condi-
tions �10−8 torr� on conventional coverslips or microscope
slides. After standard cleaning procedures �ethanol baths soni-
cated for 5 min and oxygen plasma cleaning�, a metallic thin
layer of gold or silver was deposited by thermal evaporation
�rate 1 nm/min�. An underlayer of chromium or platinum of
thickness between 1 and 3 nm was necessary to increase the
wetting of gold or silver on the glass substrate and ensure

adherence of the metallic thin film. The typical thickness of
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the metal layer was 50 nm, so as to reach sufficient reflectiv-
ity �reflection coefficient �90% for ��450 nm� and to en-
sure sufficient light transmission for transmission imaging of
stained samples. An additional cover layer could also be
added to protect the mirror layer and ensure biocompatibility,
endowing the mirror substrate surface with chemical proper-
ties similar to standard glass. In this work, the thin metal films
were covered with a thin layer of amorphous alumina �5 nm�
deposited by pulsed laser deposition �PLD�. The alumina
coating ensures cell viability without any additional chemical
treatment. Also, no long-term damage has been observed. The
morphological characteristics of the substrates were measured
using atomic force microscopy �AFM�. The root-mean-square
average roughness of the metallic surface is found to be Rq
=3 nm. Remarkably, the mirror slides that are developed and
commercialized for the surface plasmon resonance �SPR�
technique can directly be used as active mirror slides for fluo-
rescence imaging of thick biological samples. Note that the
metallic thin films are thin enough �typical thickness 40 to
60 nm� to permit transmission observation.

The enhancement of the fluorescence signal can be as-
cribed to two complementary processes.12 First, the reflection
of the excitation light on the mirror substrate induces an en-
hancement of the excitation field, which basically contributes
a mean factor of 2 to fluorescence enhancement �considering
the effective reflectivity of the mirror thin film, the calculated
enhancement factor was higher than 1.8 over the entire spec-
trum�. It is also important to note that the incident and re-
flected beams interfere, resulting in a standing wave pattern
with nodes associated to weak excitation of the fluorophores.
This phenomenon is expected to be detrimental, since detec-
tion is reduced for particular substrate distances. However, no
spatial modulation was found in our experimental results. In-
cident light scattering, surface corrugation, and low-coherence
illumination might contribute to partly reduce this modula-
tion.

Second, the emitted light is redirected by the mirror sub-
strate, toward the objective lens, thus increasing the collection
efficiency. The latter enhancement, however, depends on the
distance between the fluorophore and the slide. When depos-
ited on a standard microscope slide, a fluorophore emits be-
tween 68 and 77% of its fluorescence toward the glass slide,
because of its near-field coupling.13 The range of this interac-
tion is limited to distances typically smaller than one hundred
nanometers. Thus, particularly large enhancements �typically
by a factor 4� can be achieved in this distance range. For
larger separation distances, the emission is isotropic on aver-
age. Consequently, the redirection of the emitted light im-
proves the collection efficiency more modestly; nevertheless,
typical enhancements by a factor of 2 are observed.

The vicinity of a mirror surface also modifies the fluoro-
phore local environment, resulting in changes in its radiative
decay rate.14 This effect raises or lowers the quantum yield,
depending on the fluorophore-to-mirror distance, and tends to
cancel itself out when averaged over micrometers.

To evaluate the influence of the mirror substrate on the
fluorophore, we have used a semiclassical approach, which
considers a fluorescing molecule as an ideal dipole emitter.15

The theoretical description of the emission of dipole emitters,
16
first developed by Sommerfeld, was more recently applied
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to the context of molecular emission.17 This model permits an
easy calculation of the power emitted by the molecule into a
given solid angle. This is a core quantity required for calcu-
lating the optical properties of interest here, like the spatial
radiation patterns or the signal enhancement in the presence
of a mirror substrate.

In the following, we present two applications on cell cul-
tures and tissue sections that exemplify the need for such
active substrates in thick sample imaging.

We first applied our method to fluorescence imaging of
dog kidney cells, which are model subjects for the study of
subcellular structures within epithelial cells, especially in the
context of cancer research.18 Investigations on epithelium de-
generation generally involve statistical studies to evaluate the
proportion of cells that exhibits an abnormal inner structure.
Such studies require both wide field �low magnification� to
get a large reliable statistical population and high contrast
�high signal and signal-to-noise ratio� to achieve an accurate

Fig. 1 Application of mirror slides to cell imaging: comparison betw
multicolored tagged dog kidney cells deposited on a standard glass sl
20�NA 0.4 air objective. Cell microtubules were tagged with eGFP; G
CMXRos mitochondrial probes. A set of specific filter cubes was use
480/40 nm, dichroic mirror 505 nm, barrier filter BP 527/30 nm�; Lei
BP 600/40 nm�; and Leica Y5 �excitation filter BP 620/60 nm, dichroi
signal enhancement for the three fluorophores. �c� Calculated signa
objective. Fluorophores have been modeled with characteristics simila
�em=508 nm; fluorescence quantum yield Q=0.6. The fluorophores
simulations give very similar results for other fluorophore characteris
versus microscope objective NA, together with the calculated enhanc
Small discrepancies between the modeled and the experimental enhan
the biological sample.
diagnosis.
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Images of fixed cells were collected using an imaging sys-
tem described elsewhere.19,20 Briefly, the setup is made of a
Leica DM RXA microscope �Leica Microsystems GmbH,
Wetzlar, Germany�, equipped with a 100� PlanAPO NA 1.4
oil immersion objective positioned by a PIFOC piezoelectric
translator �Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany�. Two air
objective lenses �40�NA 0.55 and 20�NA 0.4� were addi-
tionally used with the aim of demonstrating the collection
efficiency improvement on metal-coated substrates. A 5-MHz
Micromax 1300Y interline charge-coupled device �CCD�
camera �Roper Instruments, Trenton, New Jersey� was used to
collect fluorescence images, the full system being under the
control of Metamorph software �Molecular Devices, Woking-
ham, United Kingdom�.

Figure 1�a� shows a fluorescence image that illustrates the
enhancement of both the signal intensity and the image con-
trast, on a mirror slide �top� as compared to a standard micro-

andard slide and mirror slide. �a� Closeup of a wide field image of
ttom� and on a mirror slide �top�. The magnification is 200-fold with
etworks with Alexa 633 dyes; and mitochondria with Mitotracker Red
age each fluorescent marker channel: Leica L5 �excitation filter BP

�excitation filter BP 546/12 nm, dichroic mirror 565 nm, barrier filter
r 660 nm, barrier filter BP 700/75 nm�. �b� Experimentally measured

ncement for various sample thicknesses with a NA 0.4 microscope
t of eGFP: excitation wavelength �exc=489 nm; emission wavelength
umed to be homogeneously distributed in the sample. Note that the
� Experimental signal enhancements for the three used fluorophores
�using the parameters of eGFP fluorophore� in a 5-�m-thick sample.
ts originate in the inhomogeneous distribution of the fluorophores in
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ide �bo
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scope slide �bottom�. The images represent details of wide
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field images obtained with a 20�NA 0.4 microscope objec-
tive. In the present case, a multicolored immunolabeling was
used to visualize the various relevant biological structures
�e.g., green for microtubules and red for mitochondria�. Signal
intensity was found to be amplified by about a factor of 4 on
mirror slides. Remarkably, the mirror substrates provide a sig-
nificant enhancement on the entire visible range, thus en-
abling multicolor tagging �see Fig. 1�b��. Image contrast is
defined as the signal-to-noise ratio, where the noise level is
measured in areas without biological material. On metal-
coated slides, the contrast is found to be increased by a factor
of 1.5. Using the dipole model described earlier, the average
detected light can be calculated for various sample thick-
nesses and various NA �see Figs. 1�c� and 1�d��. Both theo-
retical and experimental results verify that mirror slides are of
particular interest to improve detection sensitivity with
low-NA objectives. The difference between the enhancement
factors of the fluorophores is due to their inhomogeneous dis-
tribution in the biological sample due to their specific tagging.
This variation is not related to the spectral response of the
mirror slides, which reflects more than 90% of the light over
the entire visible spectrum. Note that the discrepancies be-
tween theoretical and experimental enhancement factors also
originate from the inhomogeneous distribution of the fluoro-
phores in the sample.

In a second application, we applied mirror slides to tissue
imaging for medical diagnosis, in the follow-up of the mi-
crovessel repair in sex-mismatched human grafts. In a series
of biopsies, performed for diagnostic purpose in female lungs
transplanted in male recipients, genotype analysis of endothe-
lial cells was performed to determine the origin �donor or
recipient� of endothelial cells involved in microvessel repair
of the transplanted lung. To do so, we combined X- and
Y-chromosome detection by fluorescence in situ hybridization
�FISH� with immunohistochemical staining.21

FISH involved CEP X and CEP Y DNA probes for
chromosome X and chromosome Y, respectively. For immu-
nohistochemistry, we used mouse antihuman CD34 antibody

Fig. 2 Application of mirror slides to tissue imaging for medical diagno
or Y-chromosome together with immunologic staining to characterize
section, from a biopsy made on a human lung graft �transplanted from
�b� on a mirror slide �c� Transmission image of the stained section o
embedded. Its thickness is 5 �m. FISH protocol: acid pretreatment: 0.2
treatment: digestion, proteinase K �100 g/mL� in TEN buffer at 37°C f
at 42°C for 16 h in moist chamber. DNA probes: CEP X �excitatio
wavelength 560 nm, emission wavelength 590 nm�. The images are
objective. Cubes: Olympus U-MWIB �excitation filter 460 to 490 nm,
tion filter 520 to 550 nm, dichroic mirror 565 nm, barrier filter 580 n
�endothelial cell and hematopoietic progenitor cell marker�,
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and Peroxidase/DAB �3,3-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochlo-
ride�. Images of tissue section were collected using an
Olympus AX70 microscope �Olympus Europe, Hamburg,
Germany�, equipped with a 40� air objective �total magnifi-
cation: 400��.

Figure 2 shows fluorescence images of the same tissue
section on a standard microscope slide �Fig. 2�a�� and on a
mirror slide �Fig. 2�b��. While the donor �XX� or recipient
�XY� origin of the cells is impossible to determine on the
standard slide owing to signal weakness, it appears readily on
the mirror slide �see inset close up�, together with the neces-
sary link with the tissue structure, thanks to fluorescence en-
hancement. This way, we characterized the endothelial cells
and their genotype on the same tissue section, and we estab-
lished that the presence of endothelial cells of recipient origin
was correlated with graft rejection. This example highlights
two major technological needs in medical applications for
day-to-day diagnosis. On the one hand, wide field imaging is
necessary for histologic diagnosis, since it implies the exami-
nation of the global tissue architecture. On the other hand,
high collection efficiency is needed for genotype analysis,
which is based on the detection of weak signals from fluores-
cent probes bounded to X and Y chromosomes. To achieve a
complete and accurate diagnosis, it is thus necessary to switch
several times from a low-magnification air microscope objec-
tive to a high-magnification oil immersion one. The latter task
is not easy, because of the presence of oil, and time consum-
ing, which is a major drawback because of fluorescence sig-
nals gradual fading due to photodestruction. We demonstrate
that such microscope objectives are not required anymore
when using mirror slides. The latter slides indeed provide suf-
ficient sensitivity and contrast at low magnification to achieve
widefield imaging of the chromosomes, allowing one to si-
multaneously image the tissue architecture �see Figs. 2�a� and
2�b��. It is noteworthy that standard transmission imaging of
the stained tissues remains possible on the mirror slides over
the entire visible spectrum �see Fig. 2�c�� thanks to nonzero

uorescence in situ hybridization �FISH� is performed to identify the X-
es on the same tissue section. Fluorescence images of the same tissue
le donor to a male recipient�, on �a� a standard microscope slide and
ame observation field as �b�. The cut is formalin-fixed and paraffin-
l for 15 min; heat treatment: 2� SSC at 80°C for 15 min; enzymatic

min; denaturation at 90°C for 20 min on heating plate; hybridization
elength 500 nm, emission wavelength 530 nm�; CEP Y �excitation
d with a magnification of 400-fold using a 40�NA 0.4 microscope
ic mirror 505 nm, barrier filter 515 nm�; Olympus U-MWIG �excita-
sis. Fl
cell typ
a fema
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optical transmission �although only a small part of the light is
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transmitted�. This technique thus allows one to compare his-
tological and immunofluorescence information, on the same
section, with a single low-magnification objective. As a result,
high-throughput screening can be achieved, which is a strong
advantage in a clinical context.

In summary, mirror substrates provide an elegant means of
enhancing the fluorescence signal over sample thicknesses of
a few micrometers. They permit reaching sufficient signal
sensitivity for many biological and medical applications using
low-NA microscope objectives. Thus, when high resolution is
not needed, one can keep a low magnification to simulta-
neously image a large field of observation with a high depth
of field, which is essential for imaging of thick samples such
as cells and tissues.
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